2020 UNITED DOBERMAN CLUB NATIONAL
Hosted by the Vita Nova Doberman Club
May 26, 2020 to May 30, 2020
Show Hours: 8:00 a.m. – Dusk

United Doberman Club Officers
Tammy Rush (President); Tammy Marshall Weldon (Vice President);
Meryl Winnie (Treasurer); Diane Linstrom(Recording Secretary);
Diane Hohenstein (Corresponding Secretary); Suzan Shipp
(Membership Secretary); Brandi Billington (Member Club Secretary)

National Event Chair- Debra Hartzell
National Event Secretary
Katie Schwarzwaelder
186 Taggert Rd, Darlington PA 16115
kschwarzy@aol.com
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2020 UDC National Event Committee
Breed Survey

Debbie Hartzell

Silent Auction

Cyn Bahneman

Temperament Test

Debi Johnson

Trophy Donations

Brittany Jones

Conformation

Doug Matson

Search & Rescue

Diane Linstrom

IGP

Joeri Veth

Hospitality Chair

Leslie Harry

Obedience

Tammy Rush

Website / Facebook

Joeri Veth / Debbie
Hartzell

Logo Products

Joeri Veth

Catalog Sales

Melanie Fuelgraff

Trophy Chair

Joeri Veth

Equipment

Matt Zavarella

Premium List

Joeri Veth

Health Clinic

Katlyn
Schwarzwaelder

Rosettes

Judy Schmelig

Seminars

Rene Benavides

Service Dog Award

-

Catalog:

Tammy Rush

Advertising:

Suzan Shipp

*Subject to change

Entry Closing Date
Monday, May 4th, 2020 Midnight EST
ONLINE ENTRY

http://form.jotform.com/200294899985173
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Date

Time

Event

Location

Judge/Host

Tues, May 26

8:00 AM

Participant Check In

AL Building

-

9:00 AM

Temperament Tests

AL Field

Nancy Christensen

12:00-12:45PM

Lunch

AL Building

-

1:00 PM

Conformation Show #1

Next Level Sports

Nancy Christensen

3:00 PM

Obedience Trial #1

Next Level Sports

Sandi Atkinson

To Follow
Obedience Trial

All Breed Obedience Run Thrus

Next Level Sports

-

8:00 PM

Meet & Greet

Best Western

-

8:30PM

Health Seminar

Best Western

t.b.a

8:30 AM

Health Clinic

AL Building

t.b.a

9:00 AM

Conformation Show #2

Next Level Sports

Jacque Matson

10:30 AM

IGP Seminar

NBK9 Academy

Joeri Veth

12:00-12:45PM

Lunch

AL Building

-

1:15 PM

Obedience Trial #2

Next Level Sports

Sandi Atkinson

To Follow
Obedience Trial

All Breed Obedience Run Thrus

Next Level Sports

-

2:00PM - 4:00PM

SAR Aptitude testing

Next Level Sports

Diane Linstrom

8:30 AM

Health Clinic

AL Building

t.b.a

9AM - 1 PM

IGP Practice

AL Field

-

9:00 AM

Conformation Show #3

Next Level Sports

Gerardo Heredia
(Mex)

10:30 AM

IGP Seminar

NBK9 Academy

Joeri Veth

10:00 AM

CGC / CGC-A / CGC-U

AL Building

Cyn Bahneman

12:00-12:45PM

Lunch

AL Building

-

2:30 PM

Side Events

AL Field

-

6:00 PM

Banquet / IGP Draw / AGM /
Silent Auction

t.b.a

-

8:30 AM

Health Clinic

AL Building

t.b.a

9:00 AM

IGP Tracking

t.b.a

Gerardo Heredia
(Mex)

To Follow Tracking

Breed Survey

AL Field

Jacque Matson

To follow Breed
Survey

BH

AL Field

Gerardo Heredia
(Mex)

To Follow BH

IGP Practice

AL Field

-

After Dark

Night Walk

t.b.a

t.b.a

AL Field

Gerardo Heredia
(Mex)

AL Building

-

Wed, May 27th

Thu, May 28th

Fri, May 29th

Sa, May 30th
9AM
IGP Obedience
All events and times
are
subject
to
change
To Follow IGP
Lunch
Obedience
To Follow Lunch

IGP Protection

AL Field

Gerardo Heredia
(Mex)

To Follow IGP
Protection
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Closing Ceremony

AL Building

-

2020 TROPHY & AWARD LIST
UDC National Conformation Shows #1, #2 and #3 - Green Ribbons will be awarded for all earning a CC.
1st in All Regular Classes

Trophy, Blue Rosette

1st Altered Classes

Trophy, Pink Rosette

2nd in All Regular Classes

Red Rosette

2nd Altered Classes

Brown Rosette

3rd in All Regular Classes

Yellow Rosette

3rd Altered Classes

Light Green Rosette

4th in All Regular Classes

White Rosette

4th Altered Classes

Grey Rosette

Best Puppy

Trophy, Blue/White Rosette

Best Opp. Puppy

Trophy, Red/White Rosette

Best Youth

Trophy, Blue /White Rosette

Best Opp. Youth

Trophy, Red/White Rosette

Winners Dog

Trophy, Blue/White Rosette

Winners Bitch

Trophy, Blue/White Rosette

Reserve Winners Dog

Trophy, Red/White Rosette

Reserve WB

Trophy, Red/White Rosette

Adult Best of Breed

Trophy, Purple/Gold Rosette

Best Opp to Adult Best of
Breed

Trophy, Red/White Rosette

Best Veteran

Trophy, Blue/White Rosette

Best Opp Veteran

Trophy, Red/White Rosette

Best Altered

Trophy, Pale Blue/White Rosette

Veteran High in Trial

Trophy, Purple/White Rosette

Best Baby

Trophy, Pale Blue/White Rosette

UDC National Obedience Trial 1, 2 & 3 - Green Rosettes will be awarded for all qualifying scores.
1st in All Regular Classes

Trophy, Blue Rosette

2nd in All Regular Classes

Red Rosette

3rd in All Regular Classes

Yellow Rosette

4th in All Regular Classes

White Rosette

High In Trial

Trophy, Purple/Gold Rosette

BH Qualifiers will receive Green Rosette and a UDC medallion.
UDC National IGP Trial
High IGP 1, 2, 3

Trophy, Blue/White Rosette

High IGP Obedience

Trophy, Blue Rosette

High H.O.T.

Trophy, Blue Rosette

High IGP Protection

Trophy, Blue Rosette

High IGP Tracking

Trophy, Blue Rosette

High in Trial

Trophy, Purple/Gold Rosette
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UDC National IGP FPr (Tracking) 1-3, FH1, & UPr (Obedience) 1-3 Tests & APr (Obedience
and Protection) 1-3
1st in all levels

Trophy, Blue Rosette

Trophy Disclaimer: In the event if the listed trophy item has been damaged, lost or stolen, we
have the right to replace it with something of equal value.
High Point All Around (HPAA) White/Blue Rosette
The High Point All Around Award will be calculated as follows:
• UDC Breed Survey (maximum of 2 points): 1 point for entering and competing, 1 point for qualifying.
• UDC Obedience (maximum of 3 points for EACH trial: 1 point for entering and competing, 1 point for
qualifying, 1 point for HIT. Dogs competing in TWO classes in obedience can earn points for each entry.
For example, a dog entering and qualifying in both novice and open (or open and utility) would earn 4
points for competing and qualifying in both, with a potential 5th point if they go HIT.
• UDC Conformation (maximum of 3 points for EACH show): 1 point for entering and competing, 1 point for
qualifying (Erating), 1 point for Best Adult.
• IGP FPr (tracking) (maximum of 3 points): 1 point for entering and competing, 1 point for qualifying, 1
point for High in IGP FPr

•
•
•
•

IGP UPr (obedience) (maximum of 3 points): 1 point for entering and competing, 1 point for qualifying, 1
point for High in IGP FPr.
IGP APr (obedience and protection) (maximum of 5 points): 1 point for entering and competing in each
phase, 1 point for each phase qualifying, 1 point for High IGP APr
IGP trial (maximum of 7 points): 1 point for entering and competing in each phase, 1 point for each phase
qualifying, 1 point for High in IGP.
Temperament Tests and BH’s earn NO points.

In the event of a tie: Dogs entered in the IGP trial will be ranked higher than dogs not entered in the IGP trial,
and a dog with a passing protection score will be ranked higher than a dog without, and the dog with the highest
passing protection score will be ranked higher than other entries, whether or not the dog qualified in all three
phases of the IGP trial. If there is no dog tied for HPAA that entered and participated in the IGP trial, a dog
entered in obedience will be given precedence over a dog not entered in obedience, and in all cases, the highest
obedience score earned will decide the tie.
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Judges and Presenters:
Temperament Test & Conformation: Nancy Christensen

My first Doberman came into my heart and home in the summer of 1974, I have never
been without at least one Doberman since that time. That first one, Clyde A Scope UD,
traveled with me to many horse shows and rodeos as my companion and protector, as
well as earning multiple HITs and OTCh points and getting me hooked on the breed for
life! My foundation bitch was purchased from Betty Brockman James in 1979, Silent
Sentry’s Renaissance CD, WAC (AKC pointed).
One of her puppies was my first Champion, 1984 DPCA Top 20 and multiple BIS/BISS
winner, Renejade The Jazz Singer CD, ROM. In 1988, I imported a beautiful black dog
from England who became the first Doberman to finish an AKC Championship with
natural ears. This was CH Findjan’s Outrage CD ROM. He sired my first schutzhund
Doberman, UDC CH Renejade Windsor v Jazlin CDX, WAC, SchH3, ZTP, CGC, VCX.
Many of Jack’s kids lived well into double digits, with several into their teens. In 1999, I
imported a black male from Germany who became Querinius vom Lindenhof SchH3,
ZTP, WAC, CGC, better known as Cynic. He was the dog that taught me to love tracking.
We were getting ready to do the FH and compete in Rally and agility at the time of his
death from cancer in June 2005, when he was just six years old. The first brown
Doberman at Renejade was UKC/UDC/Int’l CH Come As You Are Inelya Renejade CD,
RA, CGC, WAC. Nell was a wonderful bitch who also succumbed to cancer at too young
of an age. She had one litter, from which I kept a black male, UKC/AKC CH Renejade
Fast Fletcher WAC. With my Dobermans, I have competed and titled in many areas of
performance; AKC obedience up to the UD and OTCh points, agility and schutzhund to
SchH3. In addition, Dobermans of my breeding have been successfully titled and
competitive in tracking, flyball, agility, AKC obedience, dancing and schutzhund. I have
been extremely proud of the Renejade dogs who have certified and been used in SAR. I
was approved by AKC in February 2006 as a regular Doberman judge and served on the
DCPA Board from 2006 to 2010. It has been a great honor to judge at the DPCA
National Specialty in 2009, at the 2009 DPCA Top 20 and Pre-National show in
Argentina, and a several wonderful specialties around the country. My greatest
enjoyment of judging is simply being privileged to see and touch all the beautiful
Dobermans! I love them all and often hate to have to choose just one!

Conformation & IGP: Gerardo Heredia (FCI judge under the FCM in Mexico)

I started the Schutzhund sport in 1983 like a trainer. In 1985 titled my first dog on
SchH 1, that same year we made VA (German Shepherd).
Later on I functioned as a helper in some trials. In 1990 I started to judge
conformation, after that became judge for TT temperament test for all working breeds.
Shortly followed by becoming an International Judge under the wings of the FCI.
I have judged conformation shows in many countries on the American continent from
Mexico to Brazil and Argentina. I’ve also judge in Japan.
I am specialized judge for German Shepherd dogs and Koer Master.
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On 1993 I got my license as a SchH judge for FCI. I have had the opportunity to judge
all over Mexico encouraging the people to do the sport. Then I was invited to Peru to
judge the COAPA Championship (Latin America selection) and became judge for WUSV.
After that I have had the pleasure to judge in different parts of USA, Puerto Rico, El
Salvador, Guatemala, Cuba and Peru.
I am the Vice-President of the FCI-FCM and I am the president of the working
delegation for FCI-FCM in Mexico including all bite sports such as; Mondio Ring, French
Ring, IGP, PP (Protection Dog) etc.
I’m also a Judge for all of these bite sports but French Ring.
I want to wish all of you great success and a much fun with your beloved dogs at the
2020 UDC National Championships.

Conformation & Breed Survey: Jacque Matson

I attended my first UDC event in the summer of 1995. While there I was introduced, by
UDC members Doug Matson (Kansa) and Julie Stade (BJF) to Dr May & Arnold Jacobson
and the Drs Joe and Linda Kurz. I was impressed with the United Doberman Club’s
NOBLE pursuit of a Total Doberman that REPRESENTED the Best in Conformation,
Character, and Health. Soon after I married into Dobermans—Kansa Dobermans
specifically, and DEDICATED myself to becoming a LIFELONG student and PASSIONATE
preservationist of the Doberman.
I was raised with a dog breeding family in which dogs were EXPECTED to be successful
as gundogs and working ranch farm dogs that ALSO earned their American Kennel Club
Conformation Championships. Along the way Doug and his childhood friends introduced
me to Schutzhund—I was a RELUCTANT observer at first. After Lynn Ellis—long time
Schutzhund competitor/trainer took the time to EXPLAIN, I became a ZEALOT convert
to the working sport. I am BLESSED with a husband with whom I SHARE the same
PASSION for the Doberman. I am also BLESSED with the Opportunity to meet with
GLOBAL Doberman Preservationists from around the world. Since losing 150 pounds, I
became more involved training for SCH/IPO/IGP. Along the way I have observed the
Breeder, Competitor should Not, just settle, But EXPECT the very BEST from our
Doberman Breeders, and trainers. A good Doberman has CORRECT conformation in
accordance with the breed standard, GREAT Doberman character that represents the
breed, and GOOD health. For the hours it takes to walk on the field to compete in IGP/
AGILITY/OB, or even Conformation, to LOSE a training partner, friend because of Injury,
Cardiac Disease, CVI, Cancer, is NOT acceptable. We OWE the Doberman MORE than
just settling. I thank the Vita Nova Doberman Club and the UDC for inviting me to
judge this prestigious event and I am LOOKING FORWARD to the CAMARADERIE and
GOOD times CELEBRATING the TOTAL Doberman during the UDC National.
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Obedience: Sandi Atkinson

I have been training and competing in various dog sports for over 35 years with
Basenjis and Cavalier King Charles Spaniels. For AKC, I judge Novice and Open
obedience and all Rally classes; I also judge all UKC obedience and rally classes.
I am a member of Capital Dog Training Club of Washington, D.C., Inc., Mid-Atlantic
Basenji Club, Cavalier King Charles Spaniel Club-USA, and Cavaliers of the Northeast.
Other hobbies are art (mixed media and acrylic), photography, and rhyme & song-lyric
writing.
Health Clinic: Gina Pasieka - DVM, DACVIM (Cardiology)

Associate Cardiologist at CVCA Cardiac Care for Pets (www.cvcavets.com)
www.gina.pasieka@cvcavets.com Dr. Pasieka received her veterinary degree from
Louisiana State University with honors in 2004. She went on to do a 1 year rotating
medical and surgical internship at Oradell Animal Hospital in New Jersey. In 2009, she
finished a 3 year cardiology residency with CVCA and passed the board exam and
elected to stay on at CVCA in a staff position. In practice, Dr. Pasieka enjoys have a
special working relationship with working dog handlers, providing cardiac evaluations to
local law enforcement and detection K9’s. An avid dog sport person herself, she has
been involved in IPO with both Dobermans and Malinois for many years.

'
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Extra information about the events:
UDC TEMPERAMENT TESTS on Tuesday, May 26th under UDC Judge Nancy Christensen
The UDC requires that all Conformation entries take a UDC TT prior to showing. Dogs need
not pass to show. TT’s are divided by age and level of training: PTT for the Puppy Classes,
YTT for the Youth Classes, ATT for Adult Classes; all Adult dogs, including Veterans,
Champions and Altered dogs
dogs take the Adult Temperament Test (ATT), except Working class dogs may substitute the
Sport Temperament Test (STT) if they meet the titling
requirements. However, it is optional for clubs to offer the STT.
Evidence of passing the UDC breed survey (BSB or BSA) will be considered the equivalent of
passing the ATT. DV ZTP can be substituted for the ATT if the owner submits proof of passing
the ZTP. See the UDC Breed Manual available at www.uniteddobermanclub.com for
additional details. Non-UDC registered dogs must have proof of titles and papers available
for review. All entrants will receive a written evaluation as proof of participation.
UDC CONFORMATION SHOWS
BRIEF UDC CONFORMATION RULES & ENTRY REGULATIONS - See the UDC Breed Manual at http://
www.uniteddobermanclub.com/manuals/Breed_Manual_2016_Final.pdf for details. All entrants are
required to take the UDC temperament test appropriate for their entered class prior to showing. UDC TTs
are offered only on Tuesday, May 26th. If a dog has passed the current age-appropriate TT or a UDC
Breed Survey/DV ZTP, presenting this documentation to the Show Secretary during check-in. Dogs may
fail the TT and still participate, but cannot earn a CC. Although it is recommended that dogs be registered
with UDC and have a UDC Record/scorebook Book, Dobermans in other UDC recognized National
registries may show. To register your dog with UDC, please go here: http://
www.uniteddobermanclub.com/forms/dog_registration.pdf.

All dogs will receive a written critique. Classes are divided by sex and age: Baby (less than 6 months
old),
Puppy (6 to 12 months old); Youth (12 to 24 months old). There will be a Best Baby, Best Puppy and Best
Youth, plus Best Opposite Puppy and Best Opposite Youth. Adult classes are for dogs over 24 months of
age. Open class is for all adults. Performance class is for adults who hold a BH, Agility, Obedience, SAR,
Guide Dog, Therapy or Tracking qualification. Working class entrants must have a SchHA, SchH, Brevet,
French Ring, or IGP qualification. (NO PSA, MONDIO, ETC??) Veterans class is for adults 7 years or older
who hold a working or performance title and they may be spayed/neutered. Altered are non-regular
classes for spayed and neutered dogs who then compete for Best Altered. Dogs over 7 years may enter
EITHER Altered or Veterans class, but not both. Champion class is for UDC champions ONLY. Winners Dog
and Winners Bitch classes will be open to the highest placed E-rated dogs in Adult classes that have also
passed the ATT, STT or Breed Survey/DV-ZTP.

UDC OBEDIENCE TRIALS
UDC obedience requires that teams demonstrate mastery of basic skills (Novice classes) or advanced
skills (Open & Utility). Please read the obedience rules in the UDC Performance Manual available at
http://uniteddobermanclub.com/manuals/Performance_Manual_2015.pdf before entering. PLEASE NOTE
THAT THE PERFORMANCE MANUAL HAS BEEN UPDATED WITH A NUMBER OF REVISIONS.
Novice A is for Dobermans who do not have any obedience titles in AKC, UKC, CKC, other
registry, or U.S.A./DVG. Dogs holding a “BH” or any Schutzhund/IGP title must enter Novice
B. Note: There will be no refunds for a bitch in season if she is not allowed to compete.
Bitches in season will be allowed to compete under the following conditions: 1) She must be
the last dog to show after all classes are completed prior to HIT being awarded. 2) She is
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not eligible for run offs. 3) She must be kept out of the obedience area until called for her
class. 4) Ribbons for the class in which she is entered will be awarded after she has
completed her routine. 5) A demonstration dog must be available if there is only one bitch in
season. In the event of two-day trial (which is the case this year), she will only be able to
show in the last trial unless a separate obedience ring is available. Notify Tammy Rush,
obedience chair, as soon as you determine your entered bitch will be in season so that the
chances that you will be allowed to show will be maximized.
Veterans: Any dog that is at least eight years old on the date of the trial is considered a
veteran. Owners will have the option of designating “veteran” on their entry.
FEO: For Exhibition Only Entries (FEO) Dogs can be entered in a regular obedience show
“For Exhibition Only” by designating this on the entry form and/or by notifying the ring
steward and judge in advance of entering the ring of such intention. A dog may be entered
in any class as FEO even if the dog is not eligible to enter the class by UDC rules. FEO
entries are not eligible for qualifying scores or awards.

BANQUET DINNER, IGP DRAW, AGM AND SILENT AUCTION
Banquet dinner, AGM and IGP Draw night will take place at the American Legion 290 post.
There will be a buffet style dinner and menu will be provided before the event so that people can decide if
they want to attend.
There will be a cash bar.
The silent auction might need to change to outside during 1 of the events because of the rules and
regulations in the American Legion Post Building.

UDC BREED SURVEY
The UDC Breed Survey program uses 1) the UDC conformation standard including updated modifications
2) Veterinarian certification will be accepted as proof of lost teeth. 3) Spayed/Neutered dogs are
permitted to test. The Breed Survey Basic “BSB” uses a protection scenario similar to the ATT. The Breed
Survey Advanced “BSA” uses the protection scenario that includes attack out of the blind with stick hits
and a courage test. A complete description of the Breed Survey is available at http://
www.uniteddobermanclub.com/manuals/Breed_Manual_2016_Final.pdf. The same health tests must be
submitted for the BSB and BSA. Copies of documentation MUST accompany Breed Survey entry.
The CERF (within 18 months) and/or echocardiogram (within 18 months) may be turned in with entry OR
at a later date. Each Doberman entered must also be UDC registered and have permanent identification
(tattoo or microchip), have at least a BH for the BSA, a performance title for the BSB (see UDC
Conformation Rules).
Copies of the supporting documents must accompany entry. Online entries must mail copies of the
required documentation prior to the May, 4th closing to: Katlyn Schwarzwaelder, 186 Taggert Rd,
Darlington, PA 16115
Additional copies of all required documentation must be taken to the test site with UDC registration
papers & UDC Record Book/Scorebook.
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UDC SAR
Wednesday, May 27 2 - 4 pm. Have your dog aptitude tested for human remains. This
course will test your dogs natural aptitude for human remains and their ability to problem
solve. Your dog will have the chance to work alongside 5 experienced SAR k9 handlers and
discover what it is like to be a search K9. Handlers will need a regular flat collar, a 6 ft lead,
food, a toy and a sense of adventure. Location - TBA (we are hoping somewhere near the
conformation/obedience rings)
Night Walk and side events
Side events and location to side events will be published as we go. It is meant as social events.
Talk about dogs, have some food and drinks together and enjoy what we all love to work with.
Side events that have been talked about are:
- Fastest long bite (open to all breeds)
- Fastest Blind Search (open to all breeds)
- Fastest Retrieve (open to all breeds)
- Furthest Dumbell throw (open to everyone)

UDC NATIONAL IGP CHAMPIONSHIP under FCI Judge Gerardo Heredia Fri. May 29th, and Sat. May
30th.
IGP Championship Helpers: HELPERS WILL BE PRESELECTED TROUGH VIDEO SUBMISSION.
IGP Championship Backup Helper: Track Layer: TBA
Practice Helper for IGP Championship and UDC Breed Survey: TBA
IGP was developed as a means of evaluating the character and the utility of working dogs. The judge is
required to make detailed verbal assessments to the audience. Each level, IGP 1-3, comprises three
separately evaluated phases. To earn a title, the team must earn at least 70 points in each phase.
Important Notices: Be courteous to your fellow participants – practice-tracking fields will be arranged and
locations provided to participants. Track on designated practice fields only! Anyone found on the trial
tracking grounds prior to the trial will be deemed ineligible to trial.
The BH (Begleithund) is a companion dog or traffic sureness test. Entries may be limited. 100% refund
will be given if your entry is not accepted due to trial limitations.
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H.O.T. AWARD
To be considered a H.O.T. (Handler Owner Trained) dog, dogs must have been titled from BH to current degree
with listed owner/handler (any age). Verification will be done through evidence the owner/handler provides and
also copies of the scorebook pages showing the titles and the date the event was held including the judges' name.
To qualify as Handler Owner Trained (H.O.T.), the following criteria must also be met:
1. The dog must be owned and registered in the name of the handler.
2. A significant amount of the training of the dog may not have been done by someone other than the owner
without the owner being involved in the training; e.g., the dog may not have been sent to a trainer for the
retrieve, heeling, protection, or tracking.

3. The dog may not have been trained to the level of being ready to pass a BH before purchase. When
entering a trial with a H.O.T. dog, the handler/owner may be required to sign a statement that the
requirements listed above have been met.
4. Many people believe that to qualify for H.O.T., you only need to have put all the titles on the dog; this is only
part of the criteria. Please remember that:
*
When a handler purchases a young dog, the dog cannot have a significant amount of training done
by someone else before OR after purchase. If there are videos of the dog heeling, doing positions, tracking
and downing on articles, etc., prior to purchase, this is considered a "significant amount of training" and the
dog should not qualify as H.O.T.
*
The handler must be present during ALL training of the dog; the handler may not send the dog to
someone else for any training. Dogs that someone other than the handler/owner tracks, works in
obedience, or works in protection, when the handler/owner is not present and not involved in the training,
do not qualify for the H.O.T. designation.

Nearby Veterinarian
Columbiana Veterinary Associates
41233 Metz Rd, Columbiana, OH 44408

RV Parking
RV Parking is available at the American Legion Post where Nationals will be held.
There are no showers or Electric Hookups so only those who are completely self sufficient
can use this location. Follow the Facebook Page for any additional RV places the host club
will make arrangements with.
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Silent Auction
Silent auction will be done not at draw night, due to formalities with the American Legion Post’s rules.
Keep an eye on the official Facebook page for updated information in regards to Silent Auction location.
As of now we have discussed an outside tent during Draw Night Dinner, or something close to the IGP
field during the IGP Trial.

EVENT SITES
American Legion Post 290
44403 State Route 14, Columbiana, Ohio

Next level sport complex
2112 Waterford Rd, New Waterford, Ohio

The Northern Border K9 Academy
186 Taggert Rd, Darlington, Pennsylvania

Hotel Information
Best Western Dutch Haus Village inn & Suites.
150 East State Route 14
Columbiana, OH 44408
(<5 minutes from Nationals location)
Please use UDC Nationals as a reference.
Mon - Thursday : $112,50 p/night
Fri - Sun: $135 p/night.
Big Breakfast included.
$25 p/night - capped on 4 nights max.

&
Microtel Inn & Suites by Wyndham Beaver Falls
2801 Darlington Rd
Beaver Falls, PA 15010
(25 min from Nationals location)
Please use UDC Nationals / the Northern Border as a reference
$70 + taxes p/night.
Dog fee $25 p/night.
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